19 March 2003

Dear sisters

I am so full of feeling after the beautiful sounds we made together in Parliament House
that I have hardly slept. I want to begin a conversation between us all that might take
several forms.

It's only five da 'S ince I uttered to Jolanta Gallagher the vision that had been in my
mind for \-\ eeks as this ar loomed nearer: of Parliament House filled with the song of
lament and the rene¾ring strength of women's sorrow and love. Judy Clingan was
supposed to be · th us, but her diary had somehow missed this date for our occasional
improvi ational singing meetings. She came the next day when Jolanta couldn't and by
en I had r:ritten some words. Judy took up a blank page of manuscript paper and
r:ithin an hour .,Lament' was complete. We rang some friends and they rang others. We
had o rehearsals at my house. Others happened as the song was learned over the
telephone, through emailed music and at other small gatherings across the city. Three
days later some 150 of us filled the Foyer of the Parliament with women's voices. Many
more wanted to come, but couldn't make that time. Last night millions of Australians
heard our song on ABC News and the 7.30 Report. Our song was the only lovely thing
on those bulletins.

What I've been dreaming about overnight is probably too much. I hope you'll forgive
that. I'm not a very mad woman. I've been thinking about these things for a long time
and believe that when a great, beneficent community spirit moves, as has happened
among us in the past few days, it should be nurtured. What follows are a few
suggestions about some ways of fostering what we have begun.

WOMEN'S BUSINESS
In many indigenous cultures, including Australia's, there is a division of women's
business and men's business in relation to maintaining the stories and songs that
instruct people in how to live properly. The matters of our song-peace, wisdom, the
power of love and the expression of grief-are central to what it means for a
community to live harmoniously with each other and the natural world. I propose that
we continue with how we have begun-as women engaged in safe, serious, deep
communion with each other. This is a suggestion about being deeply related; not
separatism. From this way of proceeding might spring some more outcomes of use to
other women, men and children in our dear, suffering city.

MAKING SONGS
Judy and I spoke yesterday about writing some more songs. We'd like to propose a
series of composition meetings with anyone else who would like to join us. The
qualifications are a love of words and/ or music and a capacity to work collaboratively.
Diverse musical styles will be great.
I suggest that the first song might be an expansion of two phrases in Lament - 'the
wisdom of women' and 'the power of love'. The song could be a 'conversation', this

